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About Carbon Tracker
The Carbon Tracker Initiative (CTI) is a team of financial specialists making climate 
risk visible in today’s financial markets.
Our research to date on unburnable carbon and stranded assets has started a new 
debate on how to align the financial system with the energy transition to a low carbon 
future.

Disclaimer
CTI is a non-profit company set-up to produce new thinking on climate risk. The 
organisation is funded by a range of European and American foundations. CTI is 
not an investment adviser, and makes no representation regarding the advisability of 
investing in any particular company or investment fund or other vehicle. A decision 
to invest in any such investment fund or other entity should not be made in reliance 
on any of the statements set forth in this publication. While the organisations have 
obtained information believed to be reliable, they shall not be liable for any claims 
or losses of any nature in connection with information contained in this document, 
including but not limited to, lost profits or punitive or consequential damages.  The 
information used to compile this report has been collected from a number of sources 
in the public domain and from CTI licensors. Some of its content may be proprietary 
and belong to CTI or its licensors.
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ConocoPhillips 

Key Points
1. ConocoPhillips has indicated that capex in 2017 will be approximately equal to that in 2013, 
although with development programme spend having increased by 60%1(with “major project” spend 
being reduced commensurately).

2.  Amongst the majors, ConocoPhillips’s portfolio appears to have a focus on quality over quantity; 
potential production is the lowest amongst the majors and the same is true of potential capex, yet 
amongst the majors it also has one of the lowest proportions of projects that require a market price 
of $95/bbl or more for sanction. 

3.  However, it also has the lowest proportion of projects that require below $75/bbl, meaning it 
has high operational gearing should prices approach the $75-95/bbl range.

4. It’s portfolio of potential development projects that appear to have poor economics is dominated 
by the arctic Amauligak project and various Canadian in-situ oil sands projects. These increase the 
company’s risk profile in the event that lower than anticipated demand puts pressure on prices. 
Deferral or cancellation might reduce the risk of poor returns threatening shareholder value. 

5. Given their high breakeven levels and some of the other project deferrals in the oil sands space 
(such as Pierre River2  and Joslyn).3 Conoco’s tar sand projects appear  high risk, although they are 
at a later stage of development than some others.

Introduction 
CTI has demonstrated in its research the mismatch between continuing growth in oil demand and 
reducing carbon emissions to limit global warming. Our most recent research with ETA to produce 
the carbon cost supply curve for oil indicates that there is significant potential production that could 
be considered both high cost and in excess of a carbon budget. We have focused our research on 
undeveloped projects that, allowing for a $15/bbl contingency, would need a $95/bbl market price 
or above to be sanctioned (i.e. a market price required for sanction of $95/bbl is equivalent to a 
project breakeven price of $80/bbl), as they are the marginal barrels that could be exposed to a lower 
demand and price scenario in the future.This note examines ConocoPhillips’s potential future project 
portfolio looking at production and capex using Rystad Energy’s UCube Upstream database (as at 
July 2014). “Capex” and “production” in this note (amongst other terms) are thus based on Rystad’s 
analysis and expectations of the company’s potential projects. ConocoPhillips’s planned or realised 
capex and production may differ from these projections. Where possible we have sought to verify the 
status of the projects at the time of writing.
1 ConocoPhillips, Investor Update (27 May 2014), p6
http://www.conocophillips.com/investor-relations/Investor%20Presentation%20Documents/Company%20Overview%20
Presentation%205-27-2014%20PDF.PDF
2 http://business.financialpost.com/2014/02/12/shell-halts-work-on-pierre-river-oil-sands-mine-in-northern-alber-
ta/?__lsa=ab52-b2e1
3 http://business.financialpost.com/2014/05/29/total-sa-suspends-11b-joslyn-oil-sands-mine-in-alberta-lays-off-up-
to-150-staff/?__lsa=ab52-b2e1
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ConocoPhillips 

Potential future oil production

  

• ConocoPhillips’s potential future project portfolio (2014-2050 production) has the least low-
cost production, with 56% requiring a market price above $75/bbl for sanction and 36% requiring 
above $95/bbl. This leaves 5.6 billion barrels requiring over $95/bbl for sanction after allowing for 
contingencies. 
• In the medium term, over the next decade, 18% of ConocoPhillips’s production will need oil 
prices over $95/bbl for sanction.
• However, by the end of 2025, projects requiring $95/bbl or more will have risen to 45% of 
the company’s potential future production and two-thirds will require $75/bbl. This are the highest 
proportions amongst majors by some margin (the next being Shell with 36% and 51% respectively), 
leaving ConocoPhillips at greater risk to its competitive position from price or cost volatility, especially 
in a low-carbon scenario. 

Capex  
• Turning to capital spend in the nearer term, on Rystad’s data, ConocoPhillips has potential 
capex of $156bn earmarked for oil projects during 2014-2025, the lowest of the majors.
• Potential capex falls over the coming years and remains flat through the rest of the decade, 
but subsequent growth results in an overall CAGR of 1.7%.
• 30% ($47bn) of ConocoPhillips’s potential capital budget on projects requiring market prices 
of over $95/bbl, and 59% on projects requiring at least $75/bbl.
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ConocoPhillips 

• Focusing on currently undeveloped future projects, of the $47bn of capex for projects 
requiring a market price of $95/bbl or higher, $27bn (56%) is on projects that are yet to be developed. 
• “Undeveloped” in this sense comprises fields where a discovery has been made (“discovery” 
in the chart opposite) and where no discovery has been made (“undiscovered”) 
• As high-cost, undeveloped projects, these could warrant attention from investors demanding 
cost savings from the company, either to be cancelled or deferred.

 
• ConocoPhillips’s potential high-cost oil capex budget is unusually heavily exposed to Arctic 
developments which account for 24% of the budget, a significantly higher proportion than any of the 
other majors.
• Deep water and ultra-deep water projects account for 26% and 9% respectively.
• Oil sands (in situ) projects are also significant, accounting for 26% of the capital budget on 
high-breakeven new development.
• Only 12% of capital spend is on conventional (onshore and offshore continental shelf) 
projects.
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Potential capex on $95/bbl+ market price projects 
by life-cycle stage
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Capex on currently undeveloped 
projects that require $95/bbl+ 
market price may amount to 
$27bn in the medium term
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ConocoPhillips 

Highest risk undeveloped projects 

ConocoPhillips has far fewer significant individual high-cost development projects than any of the 
other majors. 50% of the $27bn potential capex on higher-cost new development is attributable to the 
6 largest discovery stage projects, which have individual capex requirements ranging from c.$1.0bn 
to c.$5.5bn. 

The largest of these, Amauligak, accounts for 21% alone, which is by far the highest proportion for 
a single project in this category amongst the 7 majors. The market oil prices required for sanction of 
these projects are shown above.
Some of the projects the above table are not yet on ConocoPhillips’s list of likely developments and 
so may be deferred to avoid value destruction.

Questions Arising
  
1. How will the company maintain its policy of focus on fewer projects going forward?

2. Does the company consider its oil sands interests to be economically viable without increasing 
oil prices? 

3. Does the Amauligak Arctic project fit with ConocoPhillips’s focus on shareholder value, given 
the likely technical risks and environmental opposition which could increase costs?
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Others
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Rank Name Country Region Category
2014-2025 

capex*
% of total 2014-

2025 capex

% of total capex on 
undeveloped projects 

requiring $95/bbl

Required 
market 
price** Status***

($m) (%) (%) ($/bbl)
1 Foster Creek, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 1,911 1% 7% 159 Under development/study
2 Surmont Oil Sands project, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 1,777 1% 7% 156 Under development
3 Christina Lake, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 2,185 1% 8% 128 Under study
4 Narrows Lake, CA Canada Alberta, CA Oil sands (in-situ) 994 1% 4% 115 - 118 Approved
5 Amauligak, CA Canada Northwest Territories, CA Arctic 5,481 4% 21% 113 Under study
6 Ekofisk West, NO Norway North Sea, NO Conventional (land/shelf) 1,073 1% 4% 96 Not disclosed
- Total Top 6 Discoveries - - 13,421 9% 50% - -

- Other projects - - 13,216 8% 50% - -
- Total - - 26,637 17% 100% - -

* company share of capex requiring $95/bbl+ shown only
** market price required for sanction includes $15/bbl contingency on top of project breakeven price
*** as understood based on company disclosures
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For further information about Carbon Tracker
please visit our website
www.carbontracker.org


